
Connect, Control and Capture
High-quality video capture controlled over IP

The importance of controlling camera equipment remotely is now more important than ever, 
and delivering high quality content to audiences using new, innovative, methods of working has 
become more prominent.

With the recent increase in contributions from remote locations, and the need to minimise the 
number of crew on site; using IP to connect, capture and control cameras has never been more 
important across the world.

Camera Corps has been successfully working with broadcasters, production companies, 
outside broadcast facilities and studios to offer and deliver a full range of IP based products 
and remote production solutions for its rental clients.

Compact & scalable solutions allow use across all genres of entertainment & content creation, 
such as Sport, Entertainment, Music, Gaming or E Sports, Corporate, Education, Religion, and 
Live events; the system is designed to enable productions and content creators to manage and 
control broadcast equipment quickly, easily, and efficiently from any global location.
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Uses existing Camera Corps PTZF & RCP

Qx cameras have integrated IP connectivity

IP to any of our rental robotic heads
and cameras

Uses existing Camera Corps PTZF & RCP

Qx cameras have integrated IP connectivity

IP to any of our rental robotic heads and cameras

RCP can control up to 6 cameras and 6 DMX lights

Ideally suited for studio broadcast contributions or where there are limited on-site technical 
resources available, you can remotely manage all camera functions: including pan, tilt, zoom, 
focus, exposure, white balance and more. When combined with other Camera Corps products, 
additional features such as remote control of lights and prompting become available.

Intelligent Prompting

Working with our sister 
company Autoscript, we can 
also offer a fully IP enabled 

“Intelligent Prompting” solution

hire@autoscript.tv
to learn more

Camera Corps Ltd
Unit 2, 111 Chertsey Road, Byfleet, Surrey, United Kingdom
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